
Emma is at the cash counter of an electronic equipment store that sells the 

following items:

Joe buys two electronic items, and his bill amounts to    79.27. What does Joe buy?S5)

Terry is her !rst customer of the day. He buys a speaker and a tablet.

How much does he pay for the two items?

1)

Susan comes next. She buys a mouse and a "ash drive for her new

o#ce. How much does Susan’s bill amount to?

2)

Alyssa buys a camera, a microwave oven, and a tablet. How much

does Alyssa pay altogether?

4)

Evelyn buys a tablet and a camera for her twins on their 15th birthday. 

How much do the gifts cost?

3)
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Emma is at the cash counter of an electronic equipment store that sells the 

following items:

Joe buys two electronic items, and his bill amounts to    79.27. What does Joe buy?S5)

Terry is her !rst customer of the day. He buys a speaker and a tablet.

How much does he pay for the two items?

1)

Susan comes next. She buys a mouse and a "ash drive for her new

o#ce. How much does Susan’s bill amount to?

2)

Alyssa buys a camera, a microwave oven, and a tablet. How much

does Alyssa pay altogether?

4)

Evelyn buys a tablet and a camera for her twins on their 15th birthday. 

How much do the gifts cost?

3)

S110.30

S24.49

S163.61

S109.01

A speaker and a camera
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